
New General Service List – 2,251-2,300 

2251.  grass n 
plants that have narrow green leaves, eaten by cows, sheep, and 

horses and are commonly grown on lawns and in gardens 

2252.  substance n a material of a particular kind 

2253.  pink n a pale red color; a color that is a mixture of red and white 

2254.  symbol n an action, object that represents a particular idea or quality 

2255.  foundation n the action of establishing an organization 

2256.  cite v to write or say the words from a book or other source 

2257.  extension n the act of making something longer or greater 

2258.  tank n a large container for storing liquid or gas 

2259.  
disaster n 

something that causes a lot of harm or damage; a very bad 

situation or result 

2260.  
sigh v 

to breathe out slowly and noisily, often because you are annoyed 

or unhappy 

2261.  routine n the things you regularly do and how and when you do them 

2262.  
cake n 

a sweet baked food made from a mixture of flour, sugar, and 

other ingredients (such as eggs and butter) 

2263.  
efficiency n 

the ability to do something or produce something without 

wasting materials, time, or energy 

2264.  
membership n 

the state of belonging to or being a part of a group or an 

organization; the state of being a member 

2265.  
smooth adj 

having a flat, even surface; not rough; not having any bumps, 

ridges, or uneven parts 

2266.  portion n a part of a whole 

2267.  
mirror n 

a piece of glass with a shiny metallic material on one side which 

produces an image of anything that is in front of it 

2268.  resort n a place where many people go for a holiday 

2269.  
withdraw v 

to take money out of a bank account; to move out of a position, 

competition, area, etc. 

2270.  resistance n refusal to accept something new or different 

2271.  giant adj extremely big, or much bigger than other similar things 

2272.  
bid n 

an attempt to achieve something; an offer to pay a particular 

amount of money for something 

2273.  naturally adv as you would expect; something that happens because of nature 

2274.  summary n a brief statement that gives the most important info 

2275.  radical n a very new and different from what is traditional 

2276.  
tune n 

a series of musical notes that produce a pleasing sound when 

played or sung 

2277.  
van n 

a vehicle that is used for carrying things but which is smaller 

than a truck 

2278.  mutual adj shared between two or more people 

2279.  boot n a strong shoe that covers your foot and part of your leg 

2280.  fascinate v to interest someone a lot 

2281.  entitle v to give someone the right to do or have something 



2282.  god n  the creator and ruler of the universe 

2283.  broadcast v to send out signals or programs, etc. by radio or television 

2284.  singer n someone who sings 

2285.  
platform n 

a raised surface for people to stand on when speaking to a lot of 

people; an area in a railway station to get on and off the train 

2286.  whenever adv at any or every time that 

2287.  
apartment n 

a set of rooms for someone to live in on one level of a building or 

house 

2288.  conventional adj usual or traditional 

2289.  
independence n 

when someone looks after themselves and does not need money, 

help, or permission from other people 

2290.  reverse v to change to an opposite state ,way or condition 

2291.  
illustration n 

a picture in a book, magazine, etc.; an example that explains or 

proves something 

2292.  loud adj making or causing a lot of noise: strong and noticeable in sound 

2293.  loose adj not tightly fastened, attached, or held 

2294.  quantity n an amount or number of something 

2295.  
poem n 

a piece of writing that usually has figurative language and that is 

written in separate lines that often have a repeated rhythm 

2296.  damn int used to express anger 

2297.  pose v to put someone in a position to be photographed 

2298.  depth n a distance below a surface 

2299.  significance n the importance or meaning of something 

2300.  
planet n 

a large, round object in space that moves around the sun or 

another star 

 


